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 My report on the San Angelo rodeo was delayed by a shearing appointment. I 
couldn't draw conclusions about the show while I was juggling my wits to finish shearing.  
 Our visit to the fairgrounds was like reliving the past. Only four of my sons are 
left at home; yet, as you may know, circuses and rodeos make kids mighty lonesome, 
especially when the tickets and hot dogs are at peak prices. So it wasn't any surprise to 
find that we were back again trying to seat 10 head in an eight-seat box. 
 Also, as I once told you, youngsters can be worked past ticket takers until they cut 
their milk teeth. Parties of seven or eight can be shuffled through the ticket alley by 
poking cotton candy in the taker's face, or dropping one off the hip to whip the one 
hanging to your britches leg. Ticket takers of long experience will drop their count when 
confronted by a father or mother carrying a couple kids and kneeing the rest of the herd at 
the same time. 
 Anyhow, I had to carry a couple of the strays. The crash would have worked 
perfect if the president of the rodeo association had been off minding important business 
instead of standing in the main lobby. 
 We'd had an argument before about non-paying guests, back when he was an 
understudy. Time hadn't altered his opinion. Right off, he started making sarcastic 
remarks like, "You starting a new family, Monte?" or, "Kids out at Mertzon are still a 
little late learning to walk, aren't they?"  
 But I didn't pay him any mind. Rodeo association presidents don't have enough 
clout to even be investigated by Judge Sirica. Anytime I start worrying about the opinion 
of some nitpicking fairground executive, I'll have myself committed to a hospital that 
retightens upper screws. It didn't cost them a dime more to contract for the bucking stock 
because two small kids didn't have a ticket. 
 At intermission, I discovered why we were so easy to pick from the crowds. 
Times have really changed in the wool capital since last year's show. Parents were 
allowing toddlers to wander in every direction. No one was putting them under even the 
loosest of loose herd. 
 For a little bit I didn't understand, then I remembered that milk was costing nearly 
$1.80 a gallon. The same thing was happening as the ranch. People were so hard hit by 
inflation that they were weaning their young just like the old ewes were dogieing their 
lambs. 
 The younger the mamas, the more indifferent they were. I watched one old gal 
throw up her head and flat leave a kid that I'd bet six bits was hers. Police were frantically 
trying to keep them paired up. I'd hate to have been working the lost and found booth. It 
probably didn't close until midnight. 
 Inflation must work the same way that the depression worked in my childhood. 
Mothers nearly had to be handcuffed to their kids then. When one did stray off; the hunt 
wouldn't last as long as a spot commercial at a busy radio station.  
 I remember one time overhearing a group of grownups discussing a big 
kidnapping case. They weren't nearly as concerned about the act as they were puzzled by 
the recovery uproar.  



 After the news spread among the young, we'd hide underneath the bed every time 
anyone saked up a litter of kittens to throw in the river. Young psychic scars hadn't been 
invented, or we would have been damaged beyond repair. 
 My mother to this very day still denies those facts, yet she can't explain why the 
P.T.A. sponsored a school-wide swimming party in February during the flu epidemic of 
'34, or why the Mertzon Bridge Club always had Easter Egg hunts down the deepest part 
of the river. 
 She says that my imagination always has been too wild for my own good. What 
she ought to say was that my memory was too good for her own good. It's not my fault 
that her past won't pass much more than a historical fingernail test. Lots of grandmothers, 
I suspect, would like the records burned.  
  I hate to see things get so tough again. We use powdered milk replacer on 
the dogies here at the ranch. Whether it works on dogied kids would have to be tried at 
the police stations. One thing for sure, the young had better perk up until milk goes down 
in price. 


